
Convection Speed Oven, 24", 
22 Function

Series 11    |    Minimal

Black Glass

Combine microwave speed with convection versatility in a 

compact model. Its sleek handleless design ensures a perfect 

pairing with your kitchen aesthetic.

Handleless oven design ensures smooth, uninterrupted lines in 
your kitchen cabinetry for a cohesive look

Combi microwave versatility for quick, even heating across a 
variety of dishes, ensuring perfect interior cooking with crisp 
exteriors

Generous 1.7 cu ft capacity, with four shelf positions

A Wired Temperature Sensor precisely monitors cooking in real 
time

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Handleless Design

Effortlessly open and close your oven with a gentle press of a 

button, ensuring convenience and smooth operation in the 

kitchen. Moving away from traditional oven doors, this model 

is an ideal match for kitchens with a continuous, handle-free 

design, ensuring a seamless flow across the cabinetry.

Hands-Free Control

Experience the ultimate kitchen convenience with the 

SmartHQ™ app's voice-activated oven door. Connect your 

SmartHQ™ account with Google's voice assistant for hands-

free control—simply speak to a compatible device* to open 

your oven door. Multitasking in the kitchen has never been so 

effortless.

*Device must be compatible with the Google Home app.

Cooking Flexibility

Select from 22 functions: four dedicated to microwave-only, 14 

designed for traditional oven cooking, and four combination 

functions that harness the best of both microwave and 

convection oven technology.

Cook With Confidence

The 5” screen provides an intuitive guided cooking experience 

that helps to deliver perfect results, whether you’ve been 

cooking all your life or are just starting out.

Sized To Suit

The compact height of this microwave oven allows for 

versatile placement. All our companion products can be 

installed at a convenient height to suit your kitchen design and 

preference.

Safe And Sound

The CoolTouch door is safe to touch from the outside, 

protecting your hands and the surrounding cabinetry.

Complementary Design

With a sleek black glass finish, this Minimal style oven blends 

seamlessly, enhancing your kitchen design without dominating 

it. It's understated and elegant, whether on its own or as part 

of a matching appliance set.

Other product downloads available at fisherpaykel.com

2D-DWG Convection Speed Oven

2D-DXF Convection Speed Oven

Service & Warranty

Planning Guide EN

Planning Guide FR

Planning Guide SP

Where applicable:

All appliances use energy, and energy usage typically generates 

carbon emissions. Fisher & Paykel Appliances’ In-use Energy 

Carbon Emissions Estimate indicates carbon emissions from a 

product’s in-use energy. This is calculated either annually or per 

cycle, using the product’s market-specific energy label energy 

consumption data multiplied by the carbon emissions factor for 

energy in your country or region.

Our In-use Energy Carbon Emissions Estimate is designed to assist 

customers in making informed purchasing decisions when 

comparing different Fisher & Paykel products. For example, a heat 

pump dryer typically has a lower In-use Energy Carbon Emissions 

Estimate than a vented dryer.
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https://asset.productmarketingcloud.com/api/assetstorage/2883_0933a36d-43ea-4a79-bfdc-5d436433d8f7
https://asset.productmarketingcloud.com/api/assetstorage/2883_ca78db79-0295-4b09-b44c-2b907898bff3
https://asset.productmarketingcloud.com/api/assetstorage/2883_b2852006-5f89-4577-9536-7b53e0171c8b
https://asset.productmarketingcloud.com/api/assetstorage/2883_6602ecd9-3528-43fa-96e5-5ea85d06f9b9
https://asset.productmarketingcloud.com/api/assetstorage/2883_2b695e9e-7d0f-4331-b457-94d93bdde51b
https://asset.productmarketingcloud.com/api/assetstorage/2883_e46ad4a5-9ed7-401c-b939-7521b37772e4
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